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RFC: Op�ons to handle compa�bility issues for HDF5 files

Vailin Choi

The HDF5 Library 1.10.* introduces changes to the HDF5 File Format to improve 
performance for wri�ng and reading chunked datasets, and to enable some new 
features such as SWMR. Applica�ons that take advantage of those new features will 
create files that cannot be read by the applica�ons built with HDF5 1.8. While the 
exis�ng h5repack tool can be used to rewrite the file using earlier versions of the HDF5 
File Format, it may be not an op�on when the file size if big (100MBs to TBs). 

To mi�gate the issue, we propose a tool to modify an HDF5 file in a way that will allow 
HDF5 1.8-based applica�ons to read chunked data created with the 1.10 library 
without rewri�ng the whole HDF5 file. In the future the tool can be extended to 
provide data compa�bility between any two versions of the HDF5 File Format.

Introduc�on    
The 1.10 and 1.8 HDF5 libraries differ in the way chunked datasets are indexed.   For a 1.10 HDF5 file 
generated with the latest file format, the 1.10 library uses one of the following indexing types 
depending on a chunked dataset’s dimension specifica�on and the way it is extended:

The dataset layout informa�on in the object header is described by a pair of messages:

The 1.8 library only supports version 1 b-tree indexing type for chunked datasets.  The dataset layout 
informa�on in the object header is described by a single message: version 1, 2, or 3 layout message.

We refer the reader to the latest File Format Specifica�on [1] for descrip�on of the message and 
layout of the new chunk indexing.

The incompa�bility described above will disallow 1.8 library-based applica�ons to read a chunked 
dataset in a 1.10 HDF5 file generated with the latest library format.  

This RFC discusses various approaches to a tool to “recreate” an HDF5 file in 1.8. File Format without 

Extensible array indexing for appending along a specified dimension ●

Version 2 b-tree indexing for appending along mul�ple dimensions●

Fixed array indexing for fixed-size datasets●

Implicit indexing for 1-dim datasets (?)●

Version 4 layout message●

Version 0 storage message●
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rewri�ng raw data. 
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Op�on 1

Precondi�on

User creates an HDF5 file with the 1.10 library’s default sec2 driver, using the latest format. This is a 
case for files created for SWMR access.

The tool

It will create a light-weighted HDF5 wrapper file, which contains the following original grouping 
structure and datasets

     
 

Pros 

Cons 

Datasets will have●

HDF5 metadata from the 1.10 HDF5 file rewri�en according to the 1.8. File Format (i.e., 
using B-tree version 1 chunk indexing).

o

Index will point to raw data chunks stored in the original1.10. HDF5 file o

The original 1.10 HDF5 file is not modified.●

A generic approach to resolve incompa�bility.●

The HDF5 library does not currently support external storage for chunked layout; to do so will ●
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incur format changes for 1.8 library users. Thus this approach is not appropriate for 1.8 vs. 1.10 
compa�bility, but can be used star�ng with version 1.10 and later by introducing this feature in 
the HDF5 1.10.0.
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Op�on 2

Precondi�on

User creates an HDF5 file with the 1.10 library’s split driver, using the latest format.  This will result in 
two physical files: a metadata file and a data file.

The tool

It will create a 1.8 metadata file based on 1.10 metadata.  User of the 1.8 library can read the chunked 
dataset with the split driver—using the 1.8 metadata file and the 1.10 data file. Both the 1.8 and 1.10 
libraries will be modified to detect the file driver employed on file crea�on, and to use such driver on 
subsequent file opens.

     
 

Pros

Cons

The original 1.10 HDF5 file (the split file) is not modified.●

A generic approach to resolve incompa�bility.●

Users will have two physical files and have to keep them together to access the data.●

The HDF5 file has to be rewri�en to get one physical file.●

The HDF5 1.8. Library has to be modified to automa�cally detect the split file driver. The 
change can be done in the HDF5 1.8.14 release (November 2014). Applica�ons that cannot 
switch to HDF5 1.8.14 will not be able to read such files without modifica�ons to detect a split  

●
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file.
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Op�on 3

Precondi�on

User creates an HDF5 file with the 1.10 library’s default sec2 driver, using the latest format.

The tool

It will create and append the following informa�on to the 1.10 HDF5 file:

Informa�on in the new message enables a user to switch between 1.10 and 1.8 metadata via an 
op�on in the tool.  

Duplicated 1.10 metadata rewri�en according to the 1.8 File Format.●

A new message in the superblock extension’s object header that contains:●

Root group object header address for 1.8o

Root group object header address for 1.10o
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Pros

Cons

A generic approach to resolve incompa�bility.●

Flexibility to switch between 1.8 and 1.10 metadata in a single HDF5 file.●

No modifica�ons to the HDF5 1.8 library since it can ignore unknown messages.●

The original 1.10 HDF5 file is modified.●

Applica�on has to specify the file format version and link with appropriate library to read data.●

If applica�on modifies a file according to one version of the files format, metadata 
corresponding to another file format has to be updated, otherwise the new data will not be 
accessible to applica�on based on the second version of the file format.

●

Current HDF5 1.10 library has to be modified to choose an appropriate version.●
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Op�on 4

Precondi�on

User creates an HDF5 file with the 1.10 library’s default sec2 driver, using the latest format.

The tool

It will convert the latest indexing type of a specified chunked dataset to version 1 b-tree indexing type.  
The tool will traverse the object header of the dataset to perform the following:

Create version 1 b-tree indexing for the dataset.●

Create version 3 layout message to point to the version 1 b-tree.●

Retrieve the set of chunk addresses K from the indexing informa�on in the storage message ●

Insert the set of chunk addresses K into the version 1 b-tree.●

Delete the storage and the version 4 layout messages from the object header without dele�ng 
file space for the chunks.

●
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Pros

Cons

A specific approach to resolve chunk-indexing incompa�bility.●

A quick way to allow 1.8 library users to read a specific chunked dataset in the 1.10 HDF5 file.●

The 1.10 HDF5 file will be modified intensively.●

Informa�on of the dataset’s latest indexing type will be lost.●

Cannot simultaneously use the 1.8 and 1.10 libraries with the file.●
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Op�on 5

Precondi�on

User creates an HDF5 file with the 1.10 library’s default sec2 driver, using the latest format.

The tool

This is a varia�on of the tool described in Op�on 4. It will traverse the object header of the specified 
chunked dataset to perform the following:

For this op�on, the object header of the specified chunked dataset will have dual dataset layout 
informa�on as below:

Both the 1.8 and 1.10 libraries will be modified to detect and apply the appropriate dataset layout 
informa�on.  Areas in the library that manipulate object header messages will also be modified to 
properly handle such dual layout informa�on.  

Create version 1 b-tree indexing for the dataset.●

Create version 3 layout message to point to the version 1 b-tree.●

Retrieve the set of chunk addresses K from the indexing informa�on in the storage message.●

Insert the set of chunk addresses K into the version 1 b-tree.●

The newly created version 3 layout message indica�ng version 1 b-tree indexing type.●

The version 4 layout message and the storage message indica�ng the latest indexing type.●
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Pros

Cons

A specific approach to resolve chunk-indexing incompa�bility.●

Flexibility to use either indexing types for a chunked dataset depending on the library in use.●

The 1.10 HDF5 file will be modified intensively.●

The HDF5 1.8 library has to be modified to detect such situa�on.●

 Applica�ons will need to switch to the updated HDF5 1.8 library version.●
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Op�on 6

Precondi�on

User creates an HDF5 file with the 1.10 library’s default sec2 driver, using the latest format.

The tool

The exis�ng library tool h5copy will be used to copy a specified chunked dataset A to a shadow 
dataset AA in the 1.0 HDF5 file.  There will be a new object copy flag that h5copy can pass to the 
public rou�ne H5Ocopy, indica�ng shadow copy of a chunked dataset that 1.8 library can understand.  
The copy process in H5Ocopy will be modified as below: 

This op�on will result in two datasets: A and AA both point to the same set of chunk addresses K.  
Both libraries will need to have proper handling on dele�on of such datasets.

To allow the copying of source object to des�na�on object with different indexing types.●

To copy the set of chunk addresses K instead of alloca�ng new file space for the chunks in the 
des�na�on dataset.  

●
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Pros

A specific approach to resolve chunk-indexing incompa�bility.●

The dataset with the latest indexing type is kept intact.●

Can make use of exis�ng library tool and public rou�ne.●
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Cons

The original 1.10 HDF5 file will be modified ●

There will be a shadow dataset for each chunked dataset being copied.●
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Conclusion
The six op�ons described in this RFC can be categorized into two groups: the first three op�ons are 
more general in nature, while the last three op�ons are more specific.  The selec�on to make will 
depend on �me and cost factors.  A�er choosing the desired op�on, we might also consider the 
appropriate implementa�on approach: as a tool built in the 1.10 library or as an independent tool like 
h5check. 
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